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1. Read the following passage and answer the questions that follow: 

The story ‘Dusk’ tells us of darkness where people walking around aimlessly in the park have different problems, 

each one is concerned with himself, hiding his identity under cover of darkness, people cannot be judged at this 

time of the evening, looks can be deceiving and mannerisms forced, one cannot tell the true identity and character 

of a person at dusk because his features are hidden in shadows, his eyes cannot be seen as they are shaded because 

of scarcity of light, emotions cannot be revealed on the face as everything is faded by dusk on changing from 

daylight into night. People’s personalities also change and they become very unpredictable. 

The author says that dusk is the hour of the defeated. Gortsby thinks that he is a good judge of places and people. 

He was very upset that evening while he sat on a bench gazing at everyone. He had an elderly gentleman who 

shared the bench with him. He soon got up and left. As he left, a young man took his place, he looked very 

disgruntled and upset and let off an expletive while sitting down. Gortsby asked him what his problem was, he 

promptly replied saying that he was in a fix as he had forgotten the name of the hotel he had booked into and he 

could not even remember the street. He said that he had gone out to buy a cake of soap as he could not use hotel 

soap and only taken a shilling with him He knew no one and he had no blbut to spend the night out on the streets. 

Gortsby asked him where the soap was, he hurriedly got up and started searching for it saying he had lost it too at 

which Gortsby gave him a look full uncertainty saying he did not believe him. 

The young man hurriedly walked away. Gortsby thought that he had been very clever in summing him up. When 

he got up to leave he saw a packet on the ground, it was a cake of soap, he felt terrible for having misjudged the 

young man and hurried in the direction he had taken, he found him eventually standing fortunately at the 

embankment. 

Gortsby went up to him and gave him the cake of soap, the man hurriedly took it. He also gave him a sovereign 

along with his card and his address. On his way back Gortsby had to pass the bench, he was sitting on. He saw an 

elderly gentlemen looking for something and asked him what he was looking for. He recognized him as the elderly 

gentlemen who had shared the bench with him earlier in the evening. 

The men replied that he was looking for a cake of soap. 

Thus from the story we see that looks can be deceiving. We should never be taken in by outward appearances, as 

the saying goes ‘All that glitters is not gold’. Thus a person should be judged by his acts and not by his physical 

appearance. The cake of soap proved to play an important part in the story. It deceived Gortsby and made him 

believe the young stranger; he even parted with some money. Luck was on the side of the young man, his bluff 

paid off eventually. The older gentleman was however unlucky, he had lost his cake of soap. Thus we can see that 

the story is humorous too in a funny way where chance and luck play important part. 

a. Give the meaning of the following words or phrases as used in the passage:  

1. Promptly 

2. Option 

3. Bluff 

b. Answer the questions given below in your own words:  

1. Why it is difficult to judge people at the time of dusk? 

2. What was the problem of the young man? 

3. After the young man had walked away Gortsby felt miserable. Why? 

4. Describe the meeting of the elderly man and Gortsby. 

5. What does the story teach us? 

c. In not more than 50 words briefly describe how the young man’s bluff paid off.  

 

2. Join the sentences without using ‘and’, ‘but’ or ‘so’: 

a. He finished his work. He went to play. 

b. The mangoes were very sour. He couldn’t eat them. 

c. He is a good tennis player. There is no doubt about it. 

d. Come back. We will wait for you till then. 

e. Tom passed the test. John passed it too. 

f. He is intelligent. He is lazy. 

g. He is rich. He is miserable. 

h. I met an old man. He was very weak. 

i. He won a jackpot. He built a big mansion. 



j. He stood on tip-toe. He reached for the bunch of grapes. 

 

3. Do as directed: 

a. She said to me, “Did you walk this long way alone?” (Begin: She enquired…) 

b. On reaching the class, the teacher immediately scolded the boys. (Begin: As soon as…) 

c. Your essay needs correcting. (Use: corrected) 

d. They don’t believe in the existence of God. (Add a question tag) 

e. Someone has picked my pocket. (Begin: My pocket…) 

f. Jane said, “Please shut the door.” (Change the speech) 

g. She won the declamation as well as the dance competition. (Begin: Not only…) 

h. It was not my intention to offend you. (Use: intend) 

i. If he apologises, he will be pardoned. (Begin: Unless…) 

j. Though she was a kind woman, she was abandoned by her sons. (Begin: Despite…) 

k. They are painting a mural on the exit wall. (Begin: A mural…) 

l. She believed in ghosts. She worshipped every day. (Use: Believing…) 

m. In your place, I would ask for a raise in salary. (Begin: Had I…)  

n. Did you hear that? (Use: heard) 

o. The conductor said, “May I have your ticket please?” (Change the speech) 

 

4. Fill in the blanks with appropriate words: 

a. Most people agree that kindergarten contributes ---- the child's mental development. 

b. Since Jennifer was a year younger than her friends, she had a hard time keeping ---- with them. 

c. 3. In most countries, children start the primary school ---- the age of six 

d.  Although he studied hard, he couldn't succeed ---- getting a high score in his test. 

e. There are different sets of language learning sets available ---- all age groups. 

f. All candidates are looking forward ---- the announcement of our test scores. 

g. Since I will be busy ---- my homework and prepare ---- the exam tomorrow, I don't think I will be able to 

go out tonight. 

h. The students walk five kilometres to school, so they need to get up very early ---- the morning. 

i. Since our school was next to our house, I used to come home ---- lunch time. 

j. I was born ---- the 23rd ---- April, so there is no school when it's my birthday. 

k. You have to put …….. your ideas clearly.  

l. It goes ……my principles to flatter somebody.  

m. The minister is busy, can you call….. later?  

n. We could tell he was itching ……. a fight.  

o. The T.V. signals interfered ……. the mobile reception. 

 

5. Fill in the blanks with the correct form of verbs given in the brackets: 

a. When the phone ______1_______ (ring), I ________2_______ (pick) it up immediately. It ___3____ 

(be) my mother on the line. I _____4________ (know) from the tone of her voice that she  -

_____________5__________ (annoy) with me for not ____________6___________ (call) her. She 

__________7_________ (tell) me that she _________8___________ (want) me to pick her up. Also that 

our dog ___________9__________ (give) birth to many puppies. The news _______10_________ (fill) 

me with joy. 

b. Kalpana’s biggest achievement was that she was able to live her dream, and do so despite ……1…… 

(hail) from a small Haryana town, despite belonging to an orthodox family, and significantly, despite 

being a woman. Not only did she realize her own dream, but she ……2…… (pass) the dream on. Every 

little girl in Karnal……3…… (grow) up hearing about Montu Didi, gaining inspiration from her story. 

The message is that if Kalpana could do it, so can they. What one Kalpana Chawla ……4……(able) to do 

for ……5…… (empower) the girl child is something that no state government or central government 

campaign can ever hope to do. 



HOLIDAY HOMEWORK 

CLASS IX 

ENGLISH LITERATURE 

 

Q1. Describe the first stanza of the poem The Heart of the Tree in your own words. 

 

Q2. Give examples of visual and auditory imageries used in the above poem. 

 

Q3. Who were the six human beings trapped in a bitter cold winter night? Why did they refuse to 

put their logs into the fire? 

 

Q4. To whom do the bangle seller intend to sell the rainbow- tinted bangles? What are the other 

types of bangles mentioned in the poem and for whom are they meant?  

 

Q5. How do you justify the paradox of laughter and tears on the occasion of marriage? 

 

Q6. How are the crucial phases in the life of an Indian woman depicted in the poem? How are 

the words dream, desire and faithful related to these phases?   

 

Q7. What does the author state about the name ‘Kritam’?  

 

Q8. Day and night can never dwell together, says Chief Seattle. State any three instances to 

prove how  the native Americans and the paleface brothers are like day and night. 

 

Q9. On the basis of the story Old Man on the Bridge, highlight a few hardships that the ordinary 

civilians face during war. Do you think war needs to be avoided? Why? 

 

Q10. Describe the old man in your own words. What is the significance of Easter Sunday, the 

bridge, the Ebro river and the day in the story? 

 

The Merchant of Venice 

Q1. How does Antonio deny that his mind is tossing on the ocean? Quote the relevant lines. 

 

Q2. What does Salarino compare the ship of Antonio to?  

 

Q3. What reasons does Gratinao give for the melancholic mood of Antonio? To what does he 

compare Antonio to and why? 

 

Q4. Make a list of the mythological characters mentioned in the scenes 1and 2. Who were they? 

Explain the context in which their names are taken. 

 

Q5. Who has come to choose the casket at the end of the scene? What is Portia”s attitude 

towards him?    

 

Q6. What are the different ways in which Shylock had been humiliated by Antonio? 

Q7. What ‘friendship’ does Shylock extend to Antonio? 

Q8. How can you say that Bassanio was a spendthrift? 

Q9. What does Portia state about the ‘Neapolitan prince’ and ‘Monsieur Le Bon’?  

Q10. On what context does Antonio say ‘a devil can cite scripture for his purpose’? 
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LT ATUL KATARYA MEMORIAL SCHOOL 

SUMMER HOLIDAYS ASSIGNMENT 

SUBJECT: PHYSICS 

CLASS: IX 

Q1. A train accelerates from 36 km/h to 54 km/h in 10 sec. Calculate: 

      (i) acceleration,  

     (ii) the distance travelled by car.    

Q2. A bullet hits a sand box with a velocity of 20 m/s and penetrates it  

       up to a distance of 6 cm. Find the deceleration of the bullet in the  

       sand box.                                      

Q3. A car starts from rest and accelerates uniformly over a time of  

        5.21 sec for a distance of 110 m. Determine the acceleration of the car. 

Q4. A car is travelling at 20 m/s along a road. A child runs out into the 

       road 50 m ahead and the car driver steps on the brake pedal. What  

       must the car’s deceleration be if the car is to stop just before it  

       reaches the child?                                                         (retardation = 4 m/s2) 
Q5. Show that for the        i) free fall of a body and  ii) simple pendulum,  

       the sum of the mechanical energy at any point in its path is constant. 

Q6. Derive the relationship between S.I. and C.G.S unit of force.       

Q7. Differentiate between (2 points): 

i) speed and velocity                       iii) primary and secondary cells 

ii) conductors and insulators          iv) g and G. 

v)       mass and weight                          

Q8. Calculate the momentum of a bullet of 25 g when it is fired from a  

        gun with a velocity of 100m/s. 

Q9. Calculate the current flowing through an electric lamp having resistance  

        of 0.75 ohm connected to a battery of potential difference 1. 5 V.                                                                                                                                

Q10. A car is switched on for 30 sec. Calculate the current in the coil when a     

          charge of 69 C passes through it.                                                                                                                                                       

Q11. What amount of work is needed in moving 15 C of charge through a 

        potential difference of 0.1 8 V? 

Q12. a) From the velocity-time graph shown below, calculate: 

          i) the total distance traveled, 

         ii) acceleration in part AB, and 

         iii) acceleration in part BC.                                                                                                



Lt. Atul Katarya Memorial Sclool 

Class IX 

Chemistry Assignment 

 

Topic- Water and atomic structure 

 

Q.1. Differentiate between- 

i. Ionic and covalent bond 

ii. Hard water and soft water 

iii. NaCl and CCl4 molecule 

iv. Double covalent bond and Triple covalent bond 

v. Saturated and super saturated solution. 

vi. Electron, proton and neutron 

vii. Atom and Molecule 

viii. Atomic number and Mass number  

Q. 2. Define- 

i. Dehydrating agent 

ii. Hygroscopy 

iii. Volume percent 

Q.3. Answer the following questions-  

i. Write the factors which affect solubility. 

ii. Mention two characteristics of a true solution. 

iii. Draw electron dot structures of-     

a. MgCl2 

b.  CaO  

c.  CCl4 



 

Q4. Give reasons- 

i. Sodium chloride is a crystalline solid. 

ii. Soft water is not fit for drinking. 

iii. Carbon tetra chloride doesn’t conduct electricity. 

Q 5. What do you mean by hard water? Write the cause of hard water and its two disadvantages. 

Q.6.Define the following terms- 

i. Chemical bond 

ii. Water of crystallization 

iii. Efflorescence 

iv. Anhydrous salt  

v. Hydrated Salt 

Q 7. Write two conditions each for the formation of ionic bond and covalent bond. 

Q. 8 Write three observations and conclusions of Rutherford’s alpha ray scattering experiment. 

Q 9. What do you mean by isotopes? Give an example to explain the existence of isotopes. 

Q10. Name the following -         

i. Scientist who discovered neutron. 

ii. An element having a duplet structure. 

iii.  NaClO 

 

         

Q.11. Balance the following reactions-         

i. PbO  +       NH3             Pb     +     N2     +       H2O 

ii. CaOCl2            +              HCl             CaCl2    +   H2O     +      Cl2 

 

Q.12. Write the correct equation for the following and balance them- 

      

i. Copper Oxide    +    Hydrochloric acid            Copper chloride    +     Water 

ii. Zinc    +         Sulphuric acid                             Zinc sulphate        +     Hydrogen 

 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 





Holiday Homework 

History and Civics  

Class IX 

1. Prepare a project based on the following topics according to the roll 

numbers given:- 

1. Discuss the art and architectural features of Ajanta Caves. (Roll No. 1-

10) 

2. Discuss the art and the architectural features of Kamakhya Temple, 

Guwahati. (Roll no. 11-20) 

3. Make a comparative study of Harappa and the Mesopotamian 

Civilization. (You can make comparisons under the headings: social, 

religious, political, and architectural/sculpture, food, occupation, dress, 

town planning.) (Roll no.  21-35) 

Note: The project must contain at least 8 pages of content and 5 

related pictures. 

*You should use coloured/white A4 size sheets to make your project. 

*Put the sheets in a folder. 

2. Learn chapters: 

 Election and election commission 

 India in the 6th Century BC: Rise of Buddhism and Jainism   

 

    



GEOGRAPHY  

PROJECT WORK 

 

1. A record file having any three of the following exercises will be maintained. (The file will be 

evaluated out of 10 marks).   

a) Uses of important types of maps.   

b) Directions and how to identify them - an illustrative diagram.  

c) Reading and using statement of scale, graphic scale and scale shown by representative 

fraction method. (No drawing work, only explaining their meanings).   

d) Reading of one town guide map or an atlas map. (Recognising the symbols and colours 

used, identifying directions and distances).  

e) Drawing and recognising forms of important contours viz. valleys, ridges, types of slopes, 

conical hill, plateau, escarpment and sea cliff.  

f) Drawing at least one sketch map to organize information about visiting an important place, 

a zoo or a monument.  

Note- the following pages must be added in the project file: 

a) Logo of AKMS 

b) Subject name 

c) Self-introduction 

d) Acknowledgement 

e) topic 

f) index 

g) bibliography 

h) Evaluation 

 
 

 

2. Students will be required to prepare a project report on the following topics. (The project will 

be evaluated out of 10 marks). 

 List of Assignments.  

a) Collection of data from secondary sources (Using Modern techniques i.e. GPS, Remote 

Sensing, Aerial Photography and Satellite imageries): Preparing a project on current issues 

like – use of earth resources/ development activities/dangers of development and ecological 

disasters like droughts, earthquakes, volcanoes, floods, landslides cyclones and tornadoes 

in the world.                                                                        Roll No. 1-6 



b) Physical Features: Collection of data from primary and secondary sources or taking 

photographs and preparing notional sketches   of features found in the vicinity or areas 

visited during the year as a part of school activity.                            Roll No. 7-12 

c) Find out the sources of pollution of water bodies in the locality and determine the quality 

of water.                                Roll No. 13-18 

d) Collect information on global environmental issues and problems and communicate your 

findings through appropriate modes (posters, charts, collages, cartoons, handouts, essays). 

                                                                                                            Roll No. 19-24 

e) Area Studies:  Choosing any aspect from Section B (World Studies) and preparing a write 

up on it.                                                                               Roll No. 25-30 

f) Meteorological Instruments and their uses – Six’s maximum and minimum thermometer, 

mercury barometer, aneroid barometer, wind vane, anemometer, rain gauge and 

hygrometer.                                            Roll No. 31 onwards 

Note- the following pages must be added in the project file: 

a) Logo of AKMS 

b) Subject name 

c) Self-introduction 

d) Acknowledgement 

e) topic 

f) index 

g) bibliography 

h) Evaluation 

 

 

 

 


